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HUGGLEHOUNDS® INTRODUCES NEW PET CREATIONS / FALL 2014 

 

New Jersey – HuggleHounds®, a division of Allure Pet Products, is introducing new and exciting 

product designs for fall 2014.  These outstanding dog toys continue the time honored tradition 

HuggleHounds® is known for—crafting the most innovative, highly-styled and unique pet 

products available today. 

 

Coming early this fall is a new classic in the making, Toys with Sole.  These “under-stuffed”, fun 

and floppy toys really do have a sole!  Each one sports a sewn-in, super durable TPR sole for a 

brand new twist on toys that dogs will go absolutely crazy for.  Toys with Sole are also lined with 

HuggleHoounds patented Tuffut Technology® and come in two great sizes. As with all soft toys 

from HuggleHounds, they’re machine washable.    

                           
 
 

 

 

 

 

Also coming this fall is a new toy coming that reflects its very own confident fashion sense, 

regardless of what’s being shown on the season’s runways, the Chubbie Buddies. These adorable 

animals, including the Elephant, Penguin and Hippo, all sport a fun combination of bright argyle 

patterns and corduroy plush. They’re short, stout and fashionably proud of it, ready to rumble 
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with every dog, in every size.  They’re also lined with HuggleHounds patented Tuffut 

Technology® and perfect for dogs who choose to display their own cozy fashion sense.     

                       
 
 
 

And another outstanding product in the new fall lineup is a dog-dedicated remake of a true 

American classic –an homage to everyone’s childhood favorite – the Sock Monkey.  During the 

Great Depression, American crafters first made sock monkeys out of worn-out Rockford Red 

Heel Socks.  American Moms, being creative and resourceful, started making stuffed monkey 

dolls out of socks, filling them with whatever was available in the house – paper, rice, even old 

pantyhose, and sock monkeys remain a popular toy to this day for children of all ages.   

 

Yes, ours are chock full of the same character and charm of the original, but this version is made 

with the HuggleHounds patented Tuffut Technology® lining, giving it extraordinary strength for 

all the true love any dog can dish out.  The HuggleHounds Sock Monkey comes in four great 

sizes, from Super-sized, for dogs wanting the most Monkey to love, to the Wee Huggle version.  

This wonderful toy shouts retro in the most adorable of ways, and buyers might just have a tough 

time getting it away from the kids in the house!   
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